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RnSK Softronics releases WorldVoice Radio for iPhoneOS 3.0
Published on 07/03/09
RnSK Softronics has announced WorldVoice Radio 1.2.7.3 for iPhone and iPod touch. With a
simple interface, WorldVoice Radio is designed to make microCasts - short podcasts
on-the-go. WorldVoice Radio brings the retro concept of the handheld shortwave into the
21st Century, allowing anyone to not just listen to Internet Radio, but to create it with
ease. Features Push Notification, Shake-to-Scan and in-app Email, as well as Web and
Twitter integration.
Gwynn Oak, Maryland - WorldVoice Radio is designed to make "microCasts" - short podcasts
on-the-go - with a simple interface. Just a quick press of a button and your latest joke,
rant, poem, or pontification is On Air for the world to enjoy your creativity, wit, skill,
and talent.
The animated onscreen map displays stations from all over the world, updated regularly.
Listeners can search the On Air Directory for stations and shows they may like, or touch
the Scan buttons to explore. With Shake-to-Scan, listeners can jump from station to
station without even looking at the device.
Stations can be saved as Presets with a simple touch, and since WorldVoice Radio is Push
Enabled, whenever any Presets are updated WorldVoice plays an alert, even if it isn't
running. Additionally, when someone leaves a comment on user's station, WorldVoice lets
them know even if it isn't the active application.
WorldVoice is designed for anyone to be "On the Air" fast by "QuickCasting" right from the
radio with a single button, but also allows more advanced users to upload pre-produced
?
others.
Since everyone doesn't have an iPhone or iPod touch yet, every WorldVoice station is
available for listeners via the Web. WorldVoice's built-in Twitter integration makes it
easy to announce your latest show to the world.
Listeners that do have an iPhone or iPod touch can save WorldVoice Web Stations from
Safari to the Home Screen as a fullscreen Web App for direct One-Touch access to stations
they enjoy.
Kai Cherry of RnSK, says, "Pretty much everyone knows how to listen to Internet Radio and
Podcasts, but creating content of their own isn't particularly easy. WorldVoice was
designed so that pretty much anyone, from kids, Moms, people promoting a blog or business
or even seasoned professionals could be a part of the Net Radio Revolution without a lot
of complexity...and do it from pretty much anywhere."
From the creators of iPSP and Forty-TwoDVDVX Plus for Mac and the engineering team behind
MeToo! Golf and Boom!BOOM! Shotgun Pro for iPhone and iPod touch. WorldVoice Radio Your
Voice. From Anywhere. To Everywhere.
Feature Highlights:
*
* Beautiful graphics with clever animations
* Push notifications
* Shake to scan
* Upload pre-produced shows from Garageband, CoolEdit, Audacity, and others.
* Twitter integration
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* Built for iPhone OS 3.0, optimized for iPhone 3GS
Minimum Requirements:
iPhone and iPod touch 3.0 or later
Pricing and Availability:
WorldVoice Radio is available now for just $2.99 (USD). Users can try out the WorldVoice
Radio System by downloading WorldVoice Lite at no charge. WorldVoice Radio and
WorldVoice
Lite are available exclusively through The App Store.
WorldVoice Radio 1.2.7.3:
http://worldvoice.kaisakura.com
Download and Purchase:
http://itunes.com/app/WorldVoiceRadio
Screenshot:
http://worldvoice.kaisakura.com/WorldVoice/WorldVoice_Radio_files/Screenshot%202009.06.1
2%2011.27.02.png

RnSK Softronics creates easy to use software geared toward satisfying the creative needs
of consumers. Ronin no Sakura Kai was formed by a small group of Macintosh Enthusiasts and
Software Engineers to design products for making complex processes simple and accessible.
(C)2009 RnSk Softronics. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod touch
are registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. All
other trademarks are property of their respective owners.
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